IDEAS FOR CEDAR ROAD

Taylor Road intersects with several major roads on the east side, but perhaps none is as significant as Cedar Road. In addition to being a crucial commuter and transit route, Cedar Road is especially important to the livability of the neighborhoods it connects, including the Cedar-Taylor Business District.

Cedar Road hasn’t been comprehensively studied in recent years, and our general assessment is that other configurations may be possible in the future. Changes could be made in the future to Cedar Road that might help the Cedar Taylor Business District achieve its vision of being a pedestrian-friendly and vibrant district. The Taylor Road Corridor study could recommend future study for Cedar Road and include the ideas shown on this page for discussion.

IDEAS FOR THE FUTURE

Pedestrian Crossing Islands with a center turning lane for vehicles

Turning Lanes at Taylor Road

Additional parking east of Taylor Road.

Bus stops could be relocated to the far sides of the Taylor intersection, to help improve bus efficiency.

Curb extensions could be constructed in such a way that they would create permanent parking spaces for the business district and shorten the crossing distance for pedestrians.

There may be room for other facilities on Cedar, like a bus-only lane, a bicycle lane, or permanent on-street parking. What’s shown on these images are just ideas on how the space could be used.

Does Cedar Road today meet your transportation needs? Let us know on a comment card!